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1. Identify case method of learning and its importance and discuss
basic principles

choice
Q-2 10Marks CO1 3 3

2. Explore different possible steps to discuss case study and discuss
what are possible skills which enhance when we discuss cases. 10Marks CO1 3 3

3. Case writing process and difficulties to write a case discuss -
Develop a model case using a simple situation

choice
Q-4 15Marks CO1 3 3

4.

You are working as a Product manager in 100% EOU You are
getting so many complaints regarding the Quality of the material
which Organization using to manufacture the garments. There are
two alternatives before you, 1.Outsourcing the required cloth/ Raw
material As a result we expect the following No need of Initial
Investment, Cost of production will be reduced to 50% But we can
not expect 100 % accuracy in the quality 2.Producing the cloth by
company by establishing a new production plant As a result we
expect the following It requires 100 crore additional investment
Cost of production may also increases in future days But we can
expect required quality What is your best choice? Why do you
choose that alternative? As a Strategist how you support your
argument

15Marks CO1 3 3

5. Examine four important elements in Organizational Behaviour and
discuss different motivational theories

choice
Q-6 10Marks CO2 3 3

6. Discuss 7 Ps of Marketing and discuss their prominence in business
decisions 10Marks CO2 3 3

7. identify Key functions of HRM and discuss COVID-19 Pandemic
impact on HR Policies and practices

choice
Q-8 15Marks CO2 3 3

8.

 You are a B-Tech, MBA Graduate.  You promoted very recently
from Technical position to HR Manager,  You never manage
people as a superior  You were Thrilled with different types of
people and their Behavior.  You observe different personalities,
they include the following I. “A” takes up plans, Drawings, and
finalizes him without consulting his Superior/ immediate boss, and
directly approach next level manager for                     modifications.
II. “B” is very fast to complete his assigned task, later he disappear
form       working place. III. “C” is always concentrating on Politics,
Gossiping and debating others                     without concentrating on
his Job. IV. “D” always boasts about himself without doing any
work.     V. “E” always discussing with family problems and looks
for consoling and sympathy. As a HR manager-how you can handle
all these people and lead them for achieving the organizational goal.

15Marks CO2 3 3

9. Nature and significance of strategic management in Business
Decisions and discuss core competence and its significance

choice
Q-10 10Marks CO3 3 3

10. identify different components of Detailed Project Report and
discuss in brief

10Marks CO3 3 3



11. Examine different perspectives of an entrepreneur to promote new
venture in the context of covid19 pandemic -Discuss

choice
Q-12 15Marks CO3 3 3

12.

management team are keen for the company to grow and have been
exploring the possibility of becoming a supplier to an international
car manufacturer in the North East of England. Preliminary
discussions have proved promising and the manufacturer’s
engineering team seem pleased with Infotech’s engineering skills
and production systems. The issues of Infotech possibly becoming a
supplier to this company lie not so much with the engineering and
design skills of Infotech, but rather with its current systems of
customer service and quality management. In particular, at the
moment Precincts has no experience of EDI (Electronic Data
Interchange) systems with its customers, nor does it currently
operate a TQM (Total Quality Management) system. Why would it
be necessary to implement EDI and TQM in this company, and how
might this help them get this business?

15Marks CO3 3 3

13. Discuss key functions of corporate finance in the context of recent
covid19 Pandemic

choice
Q-14 10Marks CO4 3 3

14. identify key functions of Banks and discuss key role played by
recently promoted payment and small banks 10Marks CO4 3 3

15.

Madhulatha, 25, she was graduated in a B grade B-school with
MBA, she is 2, 33,000 in debt. Of this amount, 1, 60,000 is owed on
student loans and 73,000 is owed on two credit cards. Madhulatha
explains. "Now I want to get this debt paid off as soon as possible
so I can increase my savings." She is currently saving 450 per week.
To date, she has accumulated 28,000 But she is unsure about
whether she selected the right investment options. She puts 25% of
her deposit in a stock index fund, 25% in aggressive growth, 25% in
an actively managed growth fund, and 25% in a money market
fund. "I wasn't sure what to do," she notes, "so I made the same
choices as a co-worker." After repaying her debts and increasing her
savings, Madhulatha wants to purchase a home and a car within ten
years. She is willing to assume some investment risk to achieve a
high rate of return. Like many young college graduates, Madhulatha
has a negative net worth. In other words, at this stage of her life, her
debts (2, 33,000) exceed her assets (56,000) for a net worth of
minus 1, 77,000 Her assets consist of 8000 in a saving account, her
28,000 retirement account, and a 20,000 two wheeler. Madhulatha
shares an apartment with a friend and pays 3500 per month for rent,
plus 3,200 toward her debts. She earns 2, 89,000 annually
(24,083.33 per month). How you react with the above financial
condition? What are different possible changes which you advise to
madhulatha to achieve her dreams?

choice
Q-16 15Marks CO4 3 3

16.
Consolidation of Banking industry is the new mantra which
Government of India passionate to impart -Give valid arguments
and discuss pros and cons

15Marks CO4 3 3
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